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Our world is in danger. No one, no matter which political party or influence they posit,
can deny that high powered government and industry forces are unleashing its final
battle plans to creating a world run by and for robotics and artificial intelligence (AI).
World leaders have staked their claim through their numerous telecommunications
regulatory agencies all over the world. If allowed to be taken over, this AI agenda will
lead to the destruction of earth and all its life forms along with its resources. Integral
part of this takeover also involves the manipulation of all life’s genetic material,
increasing the ionization of the earth’s atmosphere through charged metals and
chemicals, introducing every non-native bio-hazardous electromagnetic radiation to
cover every square inch of the earth, and finally, injections of gene-altering bioengineered vaccine technologies.
In addition, there are plans to restructure the human life support systems their political,
economic, social, education, medical, and monetary structures from one of fakery to
the ultimate level of fakery - where every act, thought, word, deed, and data becomes
permanently imprinted into a digital AI system where no life will be lived by nor
accessed through our body’s senses. Our experiences will be lived through and
connected to a system that can’t really be touched or physically traded. Everything
about our life will be transferred into an invisible cloud-based “Internet of Everything”.
And while humanity’s life support systems are transitioning into this untouchable
artificial matrix, humans are also being duplicated with a digital replica of itself. This is
the real reason for this massive data harvesting. It is a means to capture the entire
person and transcribing them into that digital double or, a digital avatar. As if the
biggest scam of individuals being made into a strawman wasn’t enough, the global
leaders are working on creating a complete digital version of our strawman in order to
complete their world of dual fakery.
To create this digital strawman involves microchipping first with a vaccine-related ID,
such as the ID2020, that will capture in real time all records and data. This “living”
biometric data collectors uploads an individual’s internal and external information their
GPS location, personal finances, medical records, behavior and habits, even what is in
the refrigerator, all purchases and sales transactions, social network and social
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credit/distancing, including emotions and thought patterns. How this will connect to
the Internet of Everything will require all wireless systems to work in synergy with each
other from what is captured by the microchip(s) whether implanted into the brain
and/or hand or forearm to the smartphone, to the talking assistant in the home, to the
local small cell antenna outside in the neighborhood street, to the local cell towers
nearby, to one’s own personally assigned satellite in space to constantly track and
trace.
Besides the modification of all planetary life’s genome and the electronic enslavement
through AI, these technologies have a destructive impact on the electromagnetic health
of our planet earth. It is destroying the very air we breath and ionizes the earth’s
atmosphere with electromagnetic radiation from every non-native waveforms known to
mankind, while shutting out the only life giving ones from the sun, the spectrum that
falls between the infrared to UV light. The assault against all life on earth and the
planet itself must be stopped. But how? The power to stop this lies in a secret so
carefully hidden that it was deliberately erased from humanity’s memory. A secret
important enough to cause a famous Biblical figure to use every tactic to secure it.
This story is about two twin brothers, Jacob and Esau, and theirs is a story about
inheritance.
When the planetary health of our dear earth now hinges between two planes, one
illusory, and the other of original design, how can the story of Jacob and Esau instruct
us at a dire time like now? The answer is simple. While theirs is a story about
birthright and inheritance, so is ours. The other missing key to empowerment requires
understanding of one other thing, our birthright - our sovereignty, knowing who you
are, your place is in this world and what belongs to you - your inheritance.
Embedded within this Biblical story of these two brothers are weighty lessons to be
learned and nuggets of truth regarding honor and oath, birthright and inheritance.
As the story goes, Jacob was promised by God to receive his father’s inheritance as
prophecy foretold the older would serve the younger. But instead of relying on faith, he
earned it through deceit, with the help of his mother. One day, while Jacob’s older
twin brother, Esau, was out on a long hunt came home famished, gave up his birthright
after his brother Jacob asked him to swear an oath on it in exchange for a bowl of
stew. Esau, stating what use is a birthright to him if he is starving gave no second
thought to this and gave it to a brother who coveted that right. The Bible states in its
closing verse of that final chapter, “Esau despised his birthright”. This last utterance
proved to seal the deal for this ungrateful brother.
It was this show of disregard to birthright exhibited by this older brother that opened
the door to giving the younger son confidence to deceive his father into giving him the
family blessings of inheritance over his older brother, the rightful heir. Jacob managed
to close the deal in stealing not only his brother Esau’s birthright, but later on, his
inheritance. In the end, each brother got what their heart’s desired.
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Jacob, the younger brother, was a pensive, quiet individual while his older brother,
Esau, was a rash and impulsive type led by the senses. It was their attitudes and
personalities that shaped their futures and eventually the future lives of their progeny.
Their struggles ultimately was over inheritance - where one brother coveted it while the
other despised it. One brother gave up everything to gain an inheritance while the
other brother gave up his inheritance to gain a meal.
There seem to be almost no redeeming qualities about the lives of these two brothers.
Neither traits are attractive when it comes to practicing deceit, like Jacob, or harboring
contempt, displayed by Esau. In today’s world, we live our lives exhibiting a blend of
characteristics from both brothers. In regards to the health and long term security of
our planet earth, we disregard it like Esau when we toss our garbage and e-waste so
that it pollutes entire countries creating mountains of toxic trash and rivers of poisoned
waters. We live moment by moment where our only security is the next meal, and that
is as far as our visionary future extends for ourselves and by extension, humanity.
Furthermore, are we like Esau who “despised his inheritance” who showed contempt
for duty, responsibility, future security, ownership, and desire to maintaining his family
heritage and inheritance - a man only interested in taking care of himself and his
immediate selfish needs. Are we also exhibiting similar attitude, showing contempt for
the role and responsibility our rightful place as heir to the land and its resources.
Or are we most like Jacob? The brother who had to fight for his birthright and
inheritance, recognized the importance of it so much so that he was willing to do
anything to gain it. Are we willing to fight for the same with equal passion? And are
we like Jacob, willing to work hard after receiving this inheritance to secure it for many
generations to come, working the land so that it becomes prosperous flowing with milk
and honey. And do we, like Jacob, grasp onto our inheritance for dear life because we
recognize our place in this universe, understanding how great is this commission and
responsibility, birthright and inheritance that we were given as caretakers of this earth.
Are we willing to work to attain the highest standards for all living things.
But fortunately for us, there is one crucial difference. Unlike Jacob, we do not need to
resort to deception in order to obtain what is already ours - our inheritance. Something
we have always had but didn’t know it was ours - personal rights and sovereignty and
ownership of a land that is given to us as our inheritance. These rights were ours from
the beginning, we just don’t remember because they have been blocked from our
consciousness. And this was and remains the biggest scam ever created against
humanity.
Your entire life path has been shaped by your inheritance whether you realize this or
not because global entities are relying on you not knowing that you are sovereign and
that you were given an inheritance. Instead of acting as princes and princesses, kings
and queens of the land, we blindly accept our role as slaves to a completely artificial
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and contrived social construction created and controlled by a hidden governing body
that has been swindling off our energies and monies the moment we are born.
It is this inheritance that we do not claim that is being used to further perpetuate the
false world of created systems designed to keep its funders enslaved in perpetuity.
But with sudden increasing numbers of people awakening and realizing the extent on
how humanity has been scammed, we are now claiming back our rightful place here on
earth taking back our birthright, inheritance, sovereignty, power and authority. And this
is where the power and solution of the “Notice of Liability” comes in.
This document, the “Notice of Liability” (NoL) is a unique tool that has only recently
begun to make its way into people’s consciousness and awareness. Anyone who has
ever fought for any rights of any kind will affirm that letters of appeal, petitions, letters
by experts, testimonies, speeches, education, instructions, ordinance enforcements,
do not work. Short of a lawsuit, people realize no methods of appeal work because
there is no accountability and no honor amongst our so-called leaders. Sworn oaths
mean nothing to them. Leaders get away with misconduct because there is no threat
to their position nor decision and assets. They do not represent the people they claim
to serve but submit to the operations of admiralty maritime law where all transactions
are treated as commercial contracts. That has been the repeated failings of humanity by placing claim in the wrong jurisdiction.
The NoL is the only method that can claim sovereignty and personal rights because it
decides which court it resides in. It also draws the respondents out from hiding under
a fictitious entity the corporation or agency and makes them personally liable and
accountable for any harm or tort causing effects from their deeds. And because this is
a conditional acceptance contract, whatever is stated in the Affidavit becomes truth
and law as soon as any point of the Affidavit is not rebutted, or properly rebutted.
Silence is acquiescence. And respondents agree to our terms of contract as soon as
that happens.
Sworn oaths, or a man given his word, were looked upon so seriously during Biblical
times that “a man shall not break his oath”. It was universally accepted that all men
were equally watched and governed by divine principles. These today are now applied
in governing laws known as God’s law, nature’s law, or common law. And it is out of
these divine laws that inspired many country’s constitutions. There are universal truths
about a man or woman and their inherent sovereignty, freedom and natural born rights.
That is the power behind the Notice of Liability and its process - it is designed to
support these universal truths.
While the Notice of Liability may be a contractual document, it raises the bar through
common sense and common law applied. It is a personal declaration of power and
sovereignty, calls upon holy spiritual enforcements, and capable of breaking spells cast
over the earth. The intention behind this document is the power to “exorcise the
darkness”.
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We demand the rightful inheritance back for our children to whom this land was given,
that it remains in its original condition from whence we received it, unadulterated in any
way, and to be without inversion of truth by word or frequency. It is never humanity’s
plan nor design to bring destruction to our earth but by the agendas of the dark forces
that give opposing vibrations against everything designed for good. This is our great
struggle and commission to command back our birthright and inheritance, and what an
honorable and noble deed it is.
To access the “Notice of Liability for Non-Consent & Injury” against any and all wireless
radiation including 5G and satellites in space, vaccines and ID2020 chipping and more,
please visit my website:
lenasfabulousfrequencies.com
Please go to my Patreon site to gain access to the documents and subscribe to
learning the process and instructions in filing the “Notice of Liability”. There are two
versions available - a US version and an International version. Hope to meet you there!
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